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DEFINITION OF FREESTYLE 
 
The CFF defines Canine Freestyle DogWork as a choreographed performance with 
music, illustrating the training and joyful relationship of a dog and human team. 
 
The objective of freestyle is to present the dog to his best advantage in a creative and 
artistic manner. A freestyle presentation is always accompanied by music selected to suit 
the rhythm of the dog. Freestyle should demonstrate, with appropriate music, the grace, 
beauty, and intelligence of the dog working in harmony with the person. A freestyle 
presentation should clearly show the dog’s athleticism, attentiveness, flexibility, and 
training. All human movements should complement and enhance the dog’s movements. 
Teamwork is essential. 
 
The dog should always be treated with honor and respect. 

 
 
 
 

CRITERIA FOR JUDGING 
 
1. The definition establishes the criteria for all aspects of CanineFreestyle  
     DogWork® 
 
     A.  The objective of CanineFreestyle DogWork® is to: 
            * present the dog to his best advantage 
            * “in a creative manner” refers to conceptually crafting choreography with music,  
               resulting in a presentation 
     B.  Musical choice selected to: 
            * synchronize with the dog’s natural trot BPM 
            * adapted by the human partner as an enhancement,  
            * complements the team's working relationship 
     C.  Creativity requires inspiration and/or a reason to motivate the energy required to  
           create.   
     D.  Artistic expression is dependent upon a trained technical skill.   
            * technically executed movement, conceptually transformed, communicates the  
              dog's attributes relative to behaviors and qualities.   
            * artistically expressed movement is non-verbal and clarifies purpose and     
              intent to observers.   
            * the only test for artistry is performance before observers.   
     E.  Artistically expressed movement is a medium to choreograph/craft Presentations  
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General Information 
 

1. Definition of CanineFreestyle DogWork ® states each Presentation to: 
     A.  Show the dog to its best advantage in a creative and artistic manner.    
     B.  The objective of each Presentation is to illustrate the training and joyful relationship  
          of a dog and human team. 
 
2. CanineFreestyle DogWork® Presentations are expressed artistically when the  
    following relationships are illustrated: 
     A.  Each team member has a responsibility    

  * the human enhances, frames and supports the dog’s movement (shape) 
  * the dog and/or the team is the focus, inspiration and motivational energy of the  
    choreography 

     B.  BPM of the musical choice to: 
            * relate to the natural trotting rhythm of the dog. 
            * team members in synch to express their relationship with a common time,  
            * a design element maintaining focus on the dog or the team 
     C.  Artistically, movement phrases communicate the objectives and intents as  
          dynamic shapes with energy and time relationships to motivate the creativity to 
          craft the movement design.   
     D.  Information expressed visually maintains spectator interest by relationships to the  
          Design Elements of Space, Time and Energy. 
     E.  Musical choice and structure of choreography have a time relationship to  
          enhance, strengthen and complement wholeness, characterized by unity,  
          continuity, with movement repeats, contrasts and smooth transitions.   
     F.  Presentations are crafted conceptually to create a performance vehicle to test  
          training and the resulting working relationship, artistically and creatively 
 
3. CanineFreestyle DogWork® is the preferred training method for the Canine  
    Freestyle Federation style.   
            *  Dog and human teams train movement technically, artistically, and creatively 
            *  Build movement vocabularies  
 
4. Tests are for: 
            *  Individual team, brace or multiple team divisions.    
            *  Starting at level I, there are four levels.   
            *  Each level progressively challenges the team technically, artistically and  
                creatively.   
            *  The goal for each team is to obtain the team’s highest potential technically,  
                creatively and artistically 
 
5. The objective for each competition level is to test: 
            *  the capability of teams to communicate to each other and to observers  
            *  solve creative problems  
            *  work alone creatively and artistically   
            *  illustrate behaviors and qualities celebrating the joy of working as a team,  
                illustrating the oneness of team. 
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Note: The Judges role is to determine the success of each team in reaching their 
highest potential technically, creatively and artistically. Judges observe the 
performance of the Presentation and numerically score each team in a positive 
manner.  Exhibitors earn points they do not lose points.       
 
 
6. CanineFreestyle DogWork Classes 
     A.  DogWork classes use concepts drawn from specific choreographic and aesthetic  
           principles to enhance and support dog training and are structured to train:  
            *  Dog work, to train team to move as one artistically 
            *  Movement, to move as a team forward, back, side and around or in stillness  
            *  Performance artistically  
            *  Choreography to craft a performance vehicle to test "... in a creative and artistic  
               manner..."  
 
     B.  The concepts are tools and are designed to: 
            *  Conceptually support the required artistry expressed artistically in live  
               performances of Presentations 
            *  Test choices made to craft Presentations choreographically     
            *  Support and validate judges’ scores 
 
     C.  Each DogWork class is built around a concept theme to enable each team to  
           experience the creative process by doing and seeing.  Each team will have an  
           opportunity to observe and kinesthetically experience the conceptual theme for the  
           class.  Discussion opportunities are included to clarify and internalize the concept  
           as a creative tool.  Teams learn to reach their highest potential technically,  
           creatively and artistically.   
 
     D.  There are progression levels in CanineFreestyle DogWork ® with required  
           movements and creative objectives for each level of competition.  Training levels  
           train movement in 3 ways: 
            *  A technical skill is necessary before movement can be transformed artistically 
            *  An intent or objective (concept) is required before creativity can begin 
            *  Conceptual choices are the motivational energy to craft Presentations to fulfill the  
               definition. 
            *  Concepts are tools to craft and mold movement artistically and creatively.   
 
7. Requirements for judging 
 
Judges are the guardians of our discipline.  It is their knowledge and wisdom gained 
through education and observation that protects the integrity of our discipline and our 
sport.  This is a powerful commitment and not everyone is qualified to accept the 
responsibilities.  Knowledge of the Federation rules and regulations, the relationship of the 
design elements of space, time and energy, the choreographic concepts, and experience 

http://www.apple.com/
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with conceptual training methods used in CanineFreestyle DogWork classes are 
necessary to judge and determine a numerical score. 
 
     A.  Preferred experience for judges includes: 
            *  An advanced title in Rally or Obedience 
            *  Knowledge of The Federation Rules, Regulations and Protocols for Titling Events 
            *  Served as a Scribe for Titling Events 
            *  Participation in DogWork seminars and classes 
            *  Earned patches and titles for Levels individual is judging 
            *  An artistic and creative understanding of the conceptual relationships in  
               CanineFreestyle DogWork® to crafting choreography and performance 
            *  Attends judges review once every two years 
 
     B.  Teaching and observation of CanineFreestyle DogWork® presentations helps to  
           develop the eye of the judge.  The more Presentations a judge observes, the better  
           trained their eye becomes.  Experience is the best aid to support the judge’s ability  
           to evaluate Presentations in the future.  Judges meet with exhibitors following the  
          Titling Event.  Judges must be capable of justifying their numerical scores.  The  
           DogWork concept list will guide your ability to judge and is crucial to being able to 
           justify your score.   
 
8. Basis for judging 
 
            *  Movements judged must be apparent and clearly observed-do not assume 
            *  Movements must have a technical relationship to the reference positions 
            *  Movement focus must be the dog or the team, never the human 
            *  The only test for artistry is in the movement’s intent and its relationship to the 
               design elements of space, time, and energy 
            *  Choreography must have a beginning, middle and end 
            *  Choreography must have repetitions and contrasts 
            *  Presentations must fulfill the definition of CanineFreestyle DogWork® 
            *  Musical choice must be appropriate for the dog in all divisions and in single dog  
               must have a time relationship to the dog’s natural trot 
            *  Team is perceived as a single entity 
            *  Presentation must have an organic flow from opening shape to closing shape. 
 
9. Responsibilities of judges 
 
CanineFreestyle DogWork® judging requires two judges.  Each judge scores: 
            *  Technical quality of the performance (10 points) 
            *  Teamwork (10 points) 
            *  Choreography (10 points) 
            *  Music (10 points) 
            *  Presentation Artistry/General Impressions (10 points) 
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PREFACE 

Before you begin judge’s training, you must be familiar with the definitions and terms used 

in CanineFreestyle DogWork®.  Unless you make this vocabulary your own, you will not be 

able to speak the language of DogWork or communicate what you are seeing when you 

judge.  Please study these terms until you are comfortable using then and explaining them.  

They are the basis that you will build upon as you begin to look at DogWork from a judge’s 

point of view. 

 

Definitions 

Clarify DogWork Terms 

Artistic expression is crafting movement trained for execution, changing it conceptually to 

express an intent, purpose and/or a quality before others.  Movement expressed in an 

artistic and creative manner is the language and medium of CanineFreestyle DogWork®.  

Before Movement can be expressed it must be trained for execution; only then can it be 

changed to expression.  CanineFreestyle DogWork® artistically expresses movement in a 

team relationship. 

 

Attire allows for greater flexibility and/or creative choice by DogWork Presenters. 

Presentation Attire should compliment and complete the image of one; visually supporting 

and balancing the oneness of the team's shape.  Attire should not detract from the 

oneness and wholeness of the dog or the Presentation.  The rule requirement is "It is 

expected that exhibitors will dress neatly and appropriately".  On the other hand, the word 

costume is defined as a style of dress, accessories and hair-dos, especially peculiar to a 

nation, region, group or historic period.  Costume refers to apparel worn for entertainment, 

stage productions and masquerades to represent a character or historic period. 

      

Balance is an aesthetically pleasing integration of the design elements of space, time and 

energy.  Harmony and balance are required in crafting shapes. 

 

CanineFreestyle DogWork® is a training discipline and a titling event in The Sport of 

Dogs.  It is about the dog, his movement and training "....to show him to his best 

advantage in an artistic and creative manner," working in a team relationship. Movement is 

trained for execution and artistic expression, crafting movement conceptually using 

choreographic principles, and positive rewards.  

 

Choreography is organizing movements with or without music. Choreography is a 

creative skill with specific rules just as composing music or designing a building has 

specific rules.  The objective of DogWork choreography is to show the dog to his best 

advantage in a creative and artistic manner with music.  The CanineFreestyle Federation 

has set creative goals for crafting and testing Presentations for each level. 
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 Contrast in CanineFreestyle DogWork® is an important crafting characteristic to maintain 

spectator interest.  Choreography uses contrasts to emphasize and clarify intent/objective 

dynamically.  Contrast is incorporated into the Presentation in a variety of ways, to include 

levels, tempos, dynamics, gait changes and more. 

 

Creativity is problem solving by conceptual choices, expressed intuitively with wisdom 

gained through knowledge and experience.  To be creative one must have a reason and a 

motivating inspiration to produce the work.  Concepts are tools to mold and design 

movement for expression.  

  

Discipline is a field of study and/or a system of rules governing a trained activity.  

CanineFreestyle DogWork® is a training and titling discipline in the Sport of Dogs.  The 

Canine Freestyle Federation maintains a system of 

            * rules (CFF rule book) 

            * judging criteria (CFF judging protocols and guidelines)  

            * Federation Procedures and Protocols Book for titling events    

 

Dynamics in movement are variations and contrasts in force or intensity.  When time and 

energy fuse in performance it produces the dynamic of movement.  Dynamics is a Level IV 

requirement and one of the 4 characteristics of freestyle movement. 

 

Elements of Design – There are three design/environmental elements Space, Time 
and Energy.  
 
     Space relates to: 
        * The 40' x 50' Presentation Space has a front, left and right sides, back, floor,  
           ceiling and Markers to clarify and enhance movement expressed with a time,  
           space and energy relationship. Artistry can only be judged by relationships to the  
           elements of design.  The element of space relates to: 
             1. location in the Presentation Space 
             2. direction and/or facing of movement in the Presentation Space 
             3. shape of the team as a single image, it's design, quality and balance  
             4. lines, curved or straight relative to movement, team shapes and balance 
             5. balanced shape or floor pattern. There is a relationship between the team's  
                 shapes and floor patterns they travel.  Certain areas of the presentation  
                 space focus movement better than others.  This holds true for directions and  
                 facings as well.  
 
     Time relates to: 
          Rhythm 
            there are two types of rhythm; metric and free. 
            *  metric - the steady underlying beat you tap your toe or clap and synchronized  
               with the musical beat.  Metric movement is usually expressed and executed  
               by the feet and the legs.  To select music for DogWork Presentations, the  
               dog's natural rhythm at a trot (BPM) is adapted by the human relative to stride  
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               length, tempo and synchronized with the underlying beat (BPM) of the music.   
               The synchronization of the Dog's BPM and the music is key for maintaining  
               focus on the dog or the team.  Rhythm organizes intent as focus when the  
               human adapts to the dog's natural trotting rhythm.  A steady and unified beat  
               draws the spectator’s eye.  The Federation rules state the focus is on the dog  
               first, the team second but never on the handler alone.  
 
            * Free Rhythm or duration - is a measure of a duration of time; an example  
              would be a breathing rhythm.  Free rhythm is usually seen with arm or body  
              movements. The human partner uses free rhythm to enhance and emphasize  
              the dog's movement. 
 
     Energy is the third element of design and relates to the manner in which energy is  
     released to produce a movement behavior and/or quality.  Energy is the go power of  
     movement.  When time and energy fuse, dynamics evolve. 
 
Engagement is an expression relative to a human and a dog working as a team.  Each 
discipline expresses the oneness of the canine-human bond differently.  Only DogWork 
requires it to be artistically expressed.  Engagement, as a dynamic in DogWork, frequently 
electrifies the space between the handler and the dog. It is experienced by spectators at 
live performances.  
 
Enhance describes the relationship of the human partner's movement to frame and focus 
the dog's movement.  Each team member is 1/2 of the whole design, a visual image of a 
single entity, The Team.  To enhance, according to the dictionary, is to heighten, increase 
or improve in value, quality, desirability and attractiveness.  There is a balance of line, 
rhythm, and energy visually creating a team image.  
 
Expression is an act or instance of representing a mood or a movement quality in a 

medium.  In CanineFreestyle DogWork® the medium for artistic expression is movement, 

the dog’s movement enhanced by the handler’s movement. 

 

Floor patterns are invisible pathways taken by the team to move in and through the 

Presentation Space.  Their foot prints create an invisible pattern on the floor; there is a 

relationship between the line and the quality of movement expressed above the line, 

adding clarity and dynamics to the movement expressed artistically.  

 

Focus is creating a clear image fixing on one objective or purpose.  Visual shapes 

artistically express intents and objectives to spectators.  Improperly expressed movement 

designs draw the spectator’s eye and change focus intentionally or unintentionally.  

Judgements are based on conceptual choices and the artistic and creative effect choices 

make on performance by the team.   
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Improvisations are movement studies created in the moment. There is always a specific 

motivation or concept, used as an intent, to guide the random spontaneous movements 

performed with a natural, organic flow.  Improvisations stimulate creativity, develop 

movement vocabularies, and improve performance artistically.  Executed Movements are 

the raw material, to be crafted by concepts, to develop phrases and choreographic parts.  

DogWork uses concept themed improvs as aids to teach performance and choreography. 

 

Joy is the emotion evoked by wellbeing, or success, a high degree of gratification or 
something that gives pleasure.  In canine freestyle, it is the delight the dog and the handler 
express artistically when working and training as one; moving freely and harmoniously, 
with music.  
 
Meander is another word used to describe either movement designs, floor patterns or 

choreography.  Floor patterns that wander aimlessly in and through the presentation space 

with no specific destination, focus or direction are regarded as kitchen sink crafting of 

movement.  Meandering and muddy are similar terms used for performance lacking clarity.  

 
Melody is a basic element of music.  A note is a sound with a particular pitch and duration. 
String a series of notes together, one after the other, and you have a melody. But the 
melody of a piece of music isn't just any string of notes.  It's the notes that catch your ear 
as you listen; the line that sounds most important is the melody.  
 
Metric is a measurable unit of rhythmical beats (metronomic beat), e.g., a meter of music 
or the rhythmic beat of the dog’s feet at the trot.  
 

Motivation is the stimulus to produce the energy or incentive to create or influence an 

inner drive or intention to do something.  In CanineFreestyle DogWork® the motivation is 

the impetus for crafting movement phrases to illustrate purpose and intent. 

 

Movements in CanineFreestyle DogWork® are made by humans and animals as 

combinations of twisting (rotating), bending (flexing) and stretching (extending).  All 

movements travel forward, backward, side to side and around.  They change levels up or 

down, may be held in stillness, or moving at any tempo.  There is a shape or a visual 

image, a rhythm, and energy expressed artistically as the dynamics. Intent is necessary 

before movement can be expressed artistically.  

 

Muddy is a term used to describe movement that is lacking in clarity and intent . The 

team’s movements are expressed passively.  There is minimal energy and the movements 

appear either heavy or listless.  The directional lines within the presentation space are 

obscured and movement designs appear confused or busy.  Muddy may also be used to 

describe choreography.  The motivation or reason to produce the choreography is 

obscured.  The visual shapes have either too much or too little energy, and the movement 

material appears to be cluttered and/or disorganized, resulting in "kitchen sink" 
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choreography.  Kitchen sink presentations are tedious and boring leaving spectators 

confused and exhausted. 

 

Musicality is sensitivity to music.  The tie between music and movement is rhythm.  The 

music and the movement are integrated, creating a balanced whole. The CFF definition 

states "music selection must suit the natural rhythms of the dog".  Rhythm organizes the 

movement shapes to clarify focus and objective for the spectator.  Choreography in 

DogWork is with music creating a new wholeness between the choreography, the oneness 

of the team's movement and the music expressing the unity of the Presentation.  On the 

other hand, music to is using the music as the inspiration and the motivation for the 

Presentation. 

 

Organic (natural) is a term used in DogWork to explain and/or describe movements with a 

natural flow and a rhythmic consistency.  Each movement flows naturally to the next, 

connecting movements smoothly and effortlessly.  Movement performed naturally is 

marked by easy simplicity and is free from artificiality, affectation and constraint.   

CanineFreestyle DogWork® trains teams to move as one, trusting and responding to each 

other in a natural manner with honor and respect.  In working and learning together teams 

develop working attitudes and relationships.  Organic movement creates spontaneity free 

from pretension. 

 

Reference positions are the foundation positions of the dog relative to the handler’s body. 

Two are required, Heel and Front and the third, Thunder, is optional. 

            *  Heel, the dog’s position beside the human on either side the right or left side of  

               the human. 

            *  Front, the dog is centered on the human, facing each other. 

            *  Thunder, the dog is perpendicular to the human's right or left side 

. 

Shape/movement designs are visually expressed images crafted conceptually to express 

an intent artistically.   

 

Team The team is a visually balanced and dynamic design.  Each team member is 1/2 of 

the whole design, a visual image of a single entity.  The dog's movement enhanced and 

framed by the human completes the oneness of the team.  The team shape is greater than 

the sum of its parts.  There is a balance of line, rhythm, and energy to visually create a 

team image.  

 

Thunder is an optional reference position in which the dog is perpendicular to the human 

with the dog's nose pointing toward his partner's hip, on either the right or left side.  
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Transitions are the link between one developed movement phrase and/or part and the 
beginning of another.  Transitions are aesthetically pleasing when they are of short 
duration.  Transitions maintain the continuity of the choreographed Presentation as a 
steady, even flow of movement from one part of the choreography to another. 
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DogWork Concepts  

and  

The Relationship to Teaching 

 

The Concepts relating to CanineFreestyle DogWork® have been developed from aesthetic 

principles, rules of choreography, and movement theories. Concepts are invaluable tools 

to:     

     *  Develop and organize Presentations 

     *  Express movement artistically in presentation 

     *  Craft movement choreographically with music 

     *  Train DogWork teams to execute and express movement creatively and artistically. 

 

CanineFreestyle DogWork® defines movement as a team responsibility.   

     *  the dog's and/or the team's trained movement is the focus  

     *  the human partner frames and enhances the movement focus by balancing and  

         harmonizing with the dog's movement   

     *  dynamically emphasizing the team shape; expressing the oneness of their  

         relationship. 

 

DogWork lessons approach movement training in 3 ways: 

     *  technically, artistically and creatively.  

     *  a concept theme links the 3 parts into a lesson unit  

     *  each team trains their body to be an instrument to reach their highest potential  

        technically, artistically and creatively  

     *  each team choses the point their training ends. 

     *  lessons explore movement by relationships to Space (the Presentation Space),  

        Time (the musical choice and the team's rhythm) and Energy (the go-power of  

        movement and time fused to make the dynamic of movement.)   

 

The first movement experience is technical relative to the reference positions. 

     *  everyone looks similar; accuracy is by nature imitative. 

     *  expressing movement artistically is changing executed movement conceptually. 

     *  expressed movement has an intent and relates rhythmically, dynamically and      

         spatially to the Presentation Space.  

 

Note: This is artistry.  Teams will be unique and different artistically and creatively 

when lessons are approached conceptually.  Concept-based classes move, 

smoothly and easily, from warm up to the final creative work discussion.  The final 

discussion is necessary to assimilate the concept internally.  Once internalized, 

concepts are used unconsciously.  Students may not be able to verbalize the 

concepts but without realizing it, they do understand and use the concepts as 

creative tools. 
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The many choices in freestyle can be overwhelming.  The concepts are artistic and 

creative tools and guides, creating a road map through the creative landscape.  They are 

not rules; they are a way to decide and to make choices.  DogWork introduces concepts 

experientially.  Creative and artistic experiences offer possibilities to explore and use 

movement material effectively.  Concepts release teams from the accuracy of execution to 

freely choose.   

 

This is the FREE in Freestyle to: 

     *  choose freely,  

     *  explore the possibilities conceptually  

     *  trust intuitively to make choices. 

 

Each level of training is:  

     *  a progression, tested artistically and creatively, 

     *  by a performance of the team's crafted choreography with music 

 

Note: The team's movement vocabulary is the raw material conceptually tooled to 

express the team's artistry and creativity in performance of their conceptually 

crafted performance vehicle, The Presentation.  Each Presentation tests the team's 

training to fulfill the definition in relationship to one of the four levels of training.  

 

Each Freestyle Presentation conceptually communicates in an artistic and creative 

manner: 

     *  the value of training 

     *  the joyful relationship of the team   

     *  the dog's best attributes  

     *  fulfillment of the discipline's definition, rules, and objectives.     

 

Note: Choreography organizes movement with music to fulfill and validate the sport 

and the training technique.  Concepts help make that happen technically, artistically 

and creatively along with the 3 I's; inspiration, intention and imagination.   
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GENERAL CONCEPTS 

 

 

1. Every human and animal has a unique way to move. 

            *  Bodies express behaviors and attitudes 

            *  Movement becomes a means of identification and expression    

 

2. Every movement made by a human or an animal has: 

            *  A design in space called a shape 

            *  A relationship to other objects in space, time, and energy. 

 

3. All movements, static or moving, create a visual image or shape:   

            *  as a balanced design   

            *  pleasing to the eye 

            *  with a behavioral focus and/or intent 

            *  implying movement qualities even in stillness. 

 

4. To be creative one must have a reason or a focus 

 

5. Spectators prefer to understand the organization of any movement or action they  

    are watching.             

 

6. The eye sees before the ear hears. 

 

7. Spectators see movement performances such as CanineFreestyle DogWork® as: 

            *  organized sequences of movement shapes 

            *  with constantly changing shapes 

            *  movement integrated with music 

            *  everything is balanced: choreography, music, dynamics, intent and purpose.  

 

8. Everything in life has a rhythm  

 

9. Every movement has an energy flow and when fused with time is called dynamic. 

 

10. Movements to be performed in an artistic and creative manner require a specific  

      attitude or behavior called work or performance mode, visually different from  

      every day or pedestrian movement. 

 

11. Teams are single units no matter the number of members. 

            *  each team member is a part of the whole team design 

            *  creating a single visual image of the team as a shape in a performance space. 
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12. Each member of a team has a role or responsibility.  As a team they work as one to: 

            *  achieve a common goal  

            *  each trusts the other members' commitment to a common goal/objective 

            *  In CanineFreestyle DogWork® a team is a dog and a human  

            *  neither can produce the work without the other 

            *  each is 1/2 of the whole team image/design 

            *  team, visually expressed, is a single balanced and harmonious shape 

 

13. Music is organized rhythmically; time expressed as rhythm is the great organizer. 

            *  rhythm creates order from chaos  

            *  draws spectators' eyes to movement rhythmically focused 

            *  clarifies the intent of the movement phrase/design as a time relationship 

 

14. Music guides the natural flow of movement phrases and supports the unity and  

      continuity of the choreography.  

 

15. The BPM of the dog and its relationship with the underlining beat of the musical  

      choice 

            *  maintains focus on the dog and/or the team. 

            *  clarifies the focus and emphasizes the relationships to Federation rules and  

               definition 

            *  movement shapes and designs illustrate appropriateness, musicality and/or  

               -suitability of music choice relative to objective and/or intent of the Presentation. 

 

16. There are two types of rhythm, metric and free 

            *  free is a duration measurement, a regularity of time without a conscious beat  

               such as seasons, an arm gesture, a sunset,  

            *  metric is a measurable unit of rhythmic beats such as the steady, even trot of the  

               dog, or footsteps 

 

17. Choreography with Music: 

            *  supports the continuity and natural flow of movement shapes/designs 

            *  enhances and emphasizes the choreographic structure  

            *  unifies crafted movement with the musical choice to create unity, giving  

               wholeness to the Presentation  

            *  tests movement as a creative and artistic medium in performance before others  

            *  illustrates the relationship of a dog and human team working and training  

               artistically and creatively.    

 

18. Appropriate attire enhances and complements a presentation 

 

19. Everything is changed by what is beside it.   
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MOVEMENT 

 

1. All movement behaviors are combinations of bending (flexing), twisting (rotating), or  
    stretching(extending)  
 

2. Movements move forward, backward, sideward and around: 

            *  at all rhythms, speeds, gaits or tempos, from stillness through slow to fast, 

            *  at levels from the ground, up as high and as low as possible for team members. 

 

3. Movement behaviors held in stillness are: 

            *  movement caught between coming or going. 

            *  a DogWork action/intent caught and suspended in a moment of time 

 

4. Movement presented artistically requires a specific attitude or behavior.  Team  

    members visibly illustrate an image of oneness  

            *  a single entity, in a balanced and harmonious shape   

            *  a visual image; each member 1/2 of the whole design 

 

5. Movement technically executed has a relationship to: 

            *  reference positions front, heel or thunder.   

            *  accuracy 

            *  conceptual relationship to expressing and crafting movement 

  

6. Executed movement must be changed, conceptually transformed, before an intent  

    can be expressed artistically or crafted creatively. 

 

7. To express and communicate purpose, objective, and/or intent movement becomes  

    a language, an expressive medium, used to creatively craft choreography and to  

    perform artistically 

 

8. Teams cannot see themselves.   

            *  they are the shape; sensing performance kinesthetically 

            *  they are visually dependent upon observers.   

            *  observers become interested and involved relative to their perceived mental,  

               visual, kinesthetic and emotional experiences. 
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  ARTISTRY 

 

1. Artistry requires a trained technical skill before the skill can be crafted conceptually to: 
            *  express an intent, inspiration or objective.  

            *  both members of the team must be technically trained to move in reference  

               positions     

            *  before expressing movement behaviors artistically       

 

2. Artistry is a trained performance skill  

 

3. Movement behaviors artistically expressed are: 

            *  a non-verbal form of communication 

            *  related to focus, intent, purpose and inspiration. 

 

4. Artistry is movement expressed through time, space and energy relationships 

            *  artistry clarifies movement expressed with an intent  

            *  movement is a form of non-verbal language, a medium clarifying intent and  

               objective 

 

5. Artistic Expression is tested live before spectators 

 

6. Artistry in DogWork has 4 movement characteristics: 

            *  shape(space), rhythm(time), dynamics(energy) and intent/motivation. 

            *  artistry is dependent on a balance of the 4 characteristics; if only two elements  

               are shown, the artistry of the performance is seriously impaired. 

 

7. Focus is artistically expressed through the dynamics of the movement  

    communicating the intent or the reason for the Presentation 

 

8. Expressing movement artistically is a trainable skill.   

            *  artistry clarifies purpose and intents   
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CREATIVITY 

 

1. Choreography has: 

            *  unity; movement and music unite/fuse to create a unified whole.  

            *  continuity, the smooth and even flow of movement from the opening to closing  

               shape unfolding in a seamless flow of natural movement; one inspiration, one  

               objective  

            *  repetition of shapes or phrases with interesting variations directional changes,  

               sequencing, and/or rhythms, maintain spectator interest  

            *  contrasts maintain spectator involvement preventing boredom  

            *  transitions connect each choreographic part fusing movement and music to give  

               the work wholeness   

            *  the continuity of the objective and intents maintains a smooth and easy flow from  

               opening to closing shape  

            *  The choreography, music and movement, have a single unified purpose; a new   

               whole presenting a steady even flow of natural and organic movement  

 

2. Movement designs with the musical harmonies support and enhance choreography  

    and complement artistic expression. 

 

3. In DogWork, Choreography is always with music not to music.   

 

4. Choreography to music results in a different focus 

 

5. The movement phrase, choreography's building block, have: 

            *  an opening shape, a middle action, and a natural drawing to close shape; to  

               begin again or to start a new phrase   

            *  concepts add clarity and organization to Presentations  

            *  organic or natural movement guides DogWork movement 
 

6. The presentation space has 6 strong areas  

            *  Center is strongest 

            *  the upper corners on either side are 2nd  

            *  the lower corners as 3rd  

            *  4th is center back & 5th is center front 

            *  6th is the mid points on the sides 

 

7. All other areas in the presentation space are  

    regarded as weak and usually are used for  

    transitions but not necessarily. 

 

8. Overuse of a specific location, line or movement is unimaginative and boring and  

 
2             4              2 

 
 
6                    1                 6 

 
 

3              5             3 
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    the value of the relationship is changed to a lesser value.       

 

9. Every Presentation Space in DogWork has a designated  

    front, back and 2 sides including the floor and ceiling to  

    create a 3-dimensional space to judge artistic relationships. 

 

 

10. There are two types of lines, 

straight and curved. 

       Floor patterns are invisible lines, pathways on the  

       presentation floor; the lines, like locations, have  

       aesthetic values based on the spectator's point of  

       view.  Lines moving 

            *  straight forward or backward and down the 

               center is the most powerful 

            *  2nd is moving forward diagonally from the right  

                or left upper corner  

            *  3rd is moving from the right or left front corner 

               diagonally to the back corner  

            *  4th is side to side or laterally 

            *  5th is around  

11. Visual images are distorted or obliterated by improper  

      choices of location or direction. 

            *  important considerations maximizing strengths and minimizing weaknesses 

 

12. Keep the structure of the choreography simple 

            *  the phrase is the building block of choreography; similar to a sentence. 

            *  similar phrases become parts clarifying intents. 

            *  Choreography has an opening and a closing shape.  

            *  Novice Levels I, II A and B have 3 parts, a beginning, a middle and an end. 

            *  Advanced Levels also have unity, continuity, repetition, contrasts and transition. 

            *  Music and choreography have formatting and structural relationships 

 

13. Movement material is crafted by: 

            *  Fragmentation-breaking the movement combination down to its smallest  

               individual movement and changing the sequence /order and developing the  

               phrase in different manner to focus the intent differently. 

            *  Augmentation- adding to the number of times a single step is done, or movement  

               combinations varying the number as the phrase is developed. 

            *  tempo changes within the phrase or for the whole phrase repeated  

            *  variations with directional changes 

                                 1 

 

            2 

 

 

 

        4   

 

                                         5  

 

 

   3  
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            *  Reversing the phrase-start from the end and go forward.    

   

14. Choreography must honor and respect: 

            *  the dog and the team, as a single entity 

            *  composers, arrangers, performers/instrumentalists of the music selected  

 

15. Honor and respect: 

            *  The spectators for their knowledge, perceptions and involvement  

            *  Judges for their fairness, training, experience and knowledge.  Remember they  

               are spectators first.  

 

These are the concepts generally used; there are others.  Most concepts are common 

sense in today's world.  We understand them but we cannot articulate them.  These 

concepts are selected to aid and support: 

            *  creative work, 

            *  artistic performance 

            *  training as a team technically, creatively and artistically 

 

CanineFreestyle DogWork® is training movement as: 

            *  a skill,  

            *  a creative and artistic medium for choreography 

            *  artistically expressed, as a non-verbal language when performed.    

 

 Our canine partners know us by reading our movements.  Freestyle is about learning to 

communicate through movement.  The dog's movement and attributes are shared in a 

working relationship.  As partners, we share by: 

            *  learning to enhance the dog's movement   

            *  creating a single entity, the team  

            *  honoring and respecting each other as team mates 

            *  trusting that each is willing to share and to be responsive working together with a  

               common goal 

            *  training to reach their highest potential technically, creatively and artistically as a 

               team 

            *  visually expressing the joy of working together and illustrating by design, the  

               oneness of DogWork teams.  Each team is artistically expressed as a single  

               entity.  

            *  training and working with honor and respect throughout     
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Quotes: 

 

" We don't receive wisdom; we must discover it for ourselves after a journey that no one 

can take for us or spare us."  

Marcel Proust 

 

" Imagination allows us to escape the predictable.  It enables us to reply to the common 

wisdom that we cannot soar by saying "Just watch! " 

Bill Bradley 

  

"Movement and music must be in perfect harmony.  Every movement and every shape 

must have a rhythmic justification.  If this relationship is carried out correctly, movement 

and music cease to be separated entities.  They become the art of dance."   (An 

explanation of "With") 

Richard Wagner 
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PROGRESSIONS 
 
DogWork is based on conceptual progressions:  
       1.  There are only 2 types of lines straight and curved;   
       2.  Everything in life has a rhythm; metric or duration/free rhythm 
       3.  Movement can be held in stillness, caught between coming and going  
       4.  Movement can move forward, backward, sideward or around  
       5.  Every movement has an energy; energy is the go power of movement   
       6.  When time and energy fuse it is called the dynamics of movement  
       7.  Different dynamics produce different visual shapes  
               * a run and a walk are different from a skip or gallop or fast and slow 
 
Each DogWork Level challenges the team to: 
       1.  Reach their highest potential  
               * technically, artistically and creatively  
       2.  To create their own performance vehicles with music to test: 
               * training and team relationships artistically and creatively  
               * conceptually transform executed movement to an artistic medium expressing   
                 purpose and intents  
               * Presentations crafted choreographically  
               * involve spectators and judges 
               * invite others to discover the joy of training   
       3.  To use technically executed movement as raw material to conceptually  
             transform movement artistically and creatively   
               * express DogWork  
               * craft imaginative performance vehicles  
               * train movement, the dog's movement enhanced by the human's movement 
                 in a working team relationship     
               * each1/2 of a whole design, a shape expressing intents illustrating the dog  
                  and/or the team advantageously. 
               * illustrating how training as a team affects the canine-human relationship 
 
Each Level has technical, artistic and creative choices relative to: 
       1.  The definition of CanineFreestyle DogWork®,  
       2.  The rules and regulations of the governing body, Canine Freestyle Federation,  
       3.  The judging protocols based on the elements of Design, Space, Time and  
             Energy 
       4.  The Novice Levels I and IIA, test training creatively by crafting movement     
               * in and through the Presentation Space; emphasizing the dog's and/or the  
                 team's training and relationship by location, shape, direction and facing      
               * rhythmically using "with music" as a time relationship for focusing the dog's  
                 and/or team's choreography 
        5.  Level II B tests crafting a Presentation with a Novice dog and an experienced  
             partner  
               * Choice is the important relationship; over facing or stressing the dog is  
                  unacceptable  
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               * remember the purpose; to show the dog to his best advantage creatively  
                 and artistically  
               * the experience of the human results in improved and imaginative crafting of  
                 choreography to illustrate training, performance and reading the dog 
        6.  Advanced Levels III and IV craft performance vehicles to format and structure  
             with music creating a new unity with continuity from start to finish 
               * fusing movement, music, intent and purpose with imagination    
               * giving a new wholeness to the Presentation's creative crafting and the  
                 artistry of the team's performance  
               * to fulfill the team's potential to grow technically, artistically and creatively   
               * transform movement to a medium for choreography to clarify intent and 
                 purpose to perceiving and observing spectators     
 
To reach Champion status is a remarkable achievement.  Each team earning this award 
will be expressing their work, at the highest level of their achievement.  Only the team can 
determine when their potential is reached.   
 
A few words to think about before judging: 
 

  A man paints with his brains and not with his hands. 
- Michelangelo 

 
You begin with the possibilities of the material. 

- Robert Rauschenberg 

-  

- The principles of true art is not to portray, but to evoke. 

- Jerzy Kosinski 

-  

- The aim of art is to represent not the outward appearance of things, but their 
inward significance. 

- Aristotle 

-  

- There is nothing worse than a sharp image of a fuzzy concept. 

- Ansel Adams 
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Before Titling Event Begins  
 
Judges to determine, unless otherwise notified: 
 
1. General information 
     A.  Determine Chief Judge if one is not appointed choices are: 
            * most experienced  
            * Director of Judging  
            * President of Federation  
            * Board member 
            * Certified instructor  
     B.  Judging panel determines when event is ready to begin 
            1.  Stewards, tally scribe, scribes, etc. understand their responsibilities     
            2.  Scorer, Video, Photographer, and Music are in place and ready 
            3.  Tally scribe has forms, stop watch, pencil/pen and clip board   
            4.  Judges table set up with forms, bell, flag, pens, notebooks, rule book, etc. 
            5.  Presentation Space is safe; ready to celebrate DogWork  
            6.  Sound checks are completed 
 
2. Clarification of criteria to Judge 
     A.  Qualifications of Judges    
            1.  Judges are the guardians of CanineFreestyle DogWork® they have: 
                     * knowledge, experience and training in the discipline of DogWork 
                     * perceptions developed by live observations and discussions 
                     * participation in DogWork classes and titling events 
            2.  Committed to the rules, conceptual training technique and judging protocols  
                  relative to       
                     * the definition  
                     * the concepts used to design and teach the discipline technically,  
                       artistically and creatively 
                     * the choreographic objectives, required movements and floor patterns  
     B.  Preferred requirements for Judges  
                     * An advanced title in Obedience and/or Rally 
                     * Sufficiently trained technically, artistically and creatively in  
                        CanineFreestyle DogWork® to critique work at the level presented 
                     * Knowledgeable of The Federation's rules and protocols relative to Titling  
                     * Earned title and/or certification to teach that level 
                     * Served as a scribe at a Titling Event 
 
3. Responsibilities of Judges     
     A.  DogWork Presentations are 
           1.  always judged by 2 judges 
           2.  Presentations judged in 5 areas 
                     * Relationship of technically training movement, for execution and expression,  
                       performance and crafting choreography to training   
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                     * Team work is essential; each member 1/2 of a team creating a single  
                        shape, 
                     * Choreography-creative and concept crafted Presentations with music  
                     * Music-a time relationship, the team's BPM and Presentation with music   
                     * Performance/Artistry and Creativity 
          3.  Earning a title 
                     * Combined scores equaling 65 or more earned points 
 
Note: Judgements are based on the rules and regulations of the discipline, aesthetic 
principles, movement theories and choreographic concepts used in training artistry 
and creativity in CanineFreestyle DogWork®.  The concepts validate judgment 
decisions supporting and guiding numerical judgements.  The concepts used to 
train artistry and creativity are the same applied for judgements.  Judges must be 
able to defend their scores when they meet exhibitors following completion of a 1- 
or 2-day event. 
 
When Dogs and humans successfully work as one, in a creative and artistic manner, 
they illustrate a unique relationship; one accepted and recognized worldwide as the 
"Canine Human Bond".  CanineFreestyle DogWork® trains teams to express this 
relationship artistically and creatively and to celebrate their unique relationship in 
public presentations to promote training and sharing their joy with others. 
 
4.  Errors and Eliminations 
     A.  Elimination, both judges must agree to ring the elimination bell 
          1.  Dog or team leaves the ring and goes beyond the judges table 
                 * Judges may allow a Novice eliminated team to complete their Presentation  
                   or be offered a non-scored Presentation opportunity at the close of the  
                   event on the first day of a 2-day event  
                 * Competitor is brought to table for an explanation of the elimination  
          2.  Dog consistently leaves the ring  
          3.  Dog is lame or injured 
          4.  Dog out of control                                
          5.  Wrong collar 
          6.  Soiling the ring 
     B.  Errors incur a penalty of 0.5 per occurrence; both judges must see error. 
          1.  Required elements and time requirements are checked as completed by the  
               Tally Scribe.  Honoring is part of her responsibility 
          2.  Guiding or grabbing the dog is not permitted 
                 * Inadvertent touching is permitted  
                 * touching or grabbing to control 0'5 per occurrence 
                 * Partner's body moves dog into correct position by bodily pushing dog to  
                   back or side move  
          3.  Dog leaves ring- 0.5 deduction per occurrence 
                 * Any part of dog's body leaving the Presentation Space  
                 * Human steps out of the Presentation Space 
                 * Team steps out of the ring simultaneously 
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                 * Dog leaves ring but remains in the buffer zone and human remains in the  
                   Presentation Space; dog returns from buffer zone when called  
                     0.5 deduction not elimination 
                 * Handler and/or dog steps out; followed by partner, each receives 0.5  
                    deduction, equaling 1.0. 
          4.  Dog stationary for 10 or more seconds 0.5 per occurrence  
          5.  Music too long or too short  
                 * either/or 1-5 seconds over or under duration limits 0.5 point penalty  
                   incurred 
          6.  Barking- single barks are acceptable 
                 * several barks in a row incurs a 0.5 penalty  
                 * each sequence of barking will add additional 0. 5 deductions to score.     
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Judges Training 
 
Quote:  It is relatively easy to judge and evaluate technical brilliance (virtuosity).  Spiritual 
and emotional content are not so easy.  Stephen Nachmanovitch   
 
Both training the dog and judging are examples of continuous learning by observations, 
perceptions and doing.  Each training journey with every dog trained increases intuition, 
knowledge and wisdom.  Training to judge includes life experiences and perceptions as 
well.  
 
The discipline of CanineFreestyle DogWork is constantly growing.  Judgements, both 
positive and negative, begin to develop in the introductory training classes.  DogWork 
training relationships are based on the following:  
     1.  Movement is a team relationship.  Each team member is one half of the whole  

visual design and perceived as a shape; movement of the team is defined as  
           a.  visually presented artistically with the human's movement, enhancing and 
                complimenting the dog's, highlighting the dog or the team in shapes expressing  
                oneness. 
           b.  the human partner adapts stride length and tempo to match the dog's natural  
                rhythm at the trot.  Adapting to the dog's rhythm creates a common rhythm to  
                emphasize and highlight the dog or team as focus.   
     2.  The shape expresses the movement design, illustrating the team artistically by  

the balance of line, rhythm and dynamics of the intents and objective of the 
Presentation. 

     3.  Team movement is expressed in a BPM relationship with the music to visually  
express focus. 

 
Judges are the guardians of our sport; it is their responsibility to protect the integrity of the 
sport: 
     1.  by protecting the creativity and artistry of each team  
     2.  enabling teams to develop competitively by honoring and respecting  
            a.  their work  
            b.  the rules and regulations governing DogWork events 
            c.  the wisdom of judges and spectators as perceived through experience and  
                 training.  
            d.  the gifts and talents of the musicians creating the music to enable  
            e.  choreography with music 
            f.   the instructor training and preparing the team technically, artistically and  

creatively   
     3.  to judge fairly without prejudice  
     4.  to numerically score performance relative to technical skill, team work,  
          choreography, musical choice and artistic presentation to creatively and  
          artistically fulfill the definition    
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To accept the responsibility to maintain the freeing spirit intrinsic in the statement "In a 
creative and artistic manner” is an awesome responsibility but it is also an honor to be 
selected as a result of the quality of your work with your partner and companion.  It is the 
freedom you have illustrated that results in your being asked to judge and guide others 
forward in training as a team creatively and artistically. 
 
Thank you for accepting the honor to be called to Judge. 
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Judging Protocols  
 Technically, Artistically and Creatively   

Relative to Level Requirements 
 

General:  
     1.  Levels are: 
            a. Progressions of technical, artistic and creative skills;  
            b. Conceptually trained artistic and creative progressions develop from a technical  
                foundation of:  
                  * the simplest movement for Novice Levels, I-II A and B         
                  * to the Advanced Levels, III and IV  
            c. Presentations are tests 
                  * judged by 2 judges 
                  * illustrating a dog and human team to others              
                  * relative to training and working in a creative and artistic manner 
     2.  Team Presentations are choreographed with music 
            a. To fulfill the definition  
            b. By rules as governed by the Canine Freestyle Federation 
     3.  Each Presentation shares and celebrates the team, a single entity showing: 
            a. The oneness of the team's training and working relationship  
            b. The dog to his best advantage expressed "in an artistic and creative manner"  
            c. Performance live before judges and spectators for judgements 
     4.  Successful Presentations fulfill: 
            a. The definition and its stated objectives and intents 
            b. The rules, requirements and regulations of Canine Freestyle Federation's  
                DogWork 
            c. Movement as the team's artistic medium; a non-verbal language communicating  
               intents and purpose to: 
                  * show the dog to his best advantage creatively and artistically 
                  * illustrate the oneness of team's working relationship 
                  * demonstrate the wholeness of the crafted Presentation with music, a fusion  
                     similar to music with lyrics; a new whole, the Presentation  
     5.  Artistry and creativity; performance and choreography 
            a. movement expressed artistically 
                  * by shape, rhythm, dynamics, objectives and intents  
             b. spectator involvement, an integral part of each Presentation  
             c. Level I and II A and B Presentations are organized with a beginning, middle  
                 and end to include phrases, focus on the oneness of the team and the training  
                 of the dog   
             d. Level III Presentations craft choreography differently; a fusion of movement  
                 with music, a new whole with unity, continuity, repetitions, contrasts and  
                 transitions   
             e. Level IV the fully trained team illustrating training by artistically expressing the 
                 dog and the team to its best advantage, technically, artistically and creatively  
                 fulfilling the definition by performance, live before others  
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Training Relationship to Judgements  

 technically, artistically and creatively 

       

Scoring: 
 
1.  DogWork Titling Events are judged and scored positively 
      a.  Exhibitors earn points rather than lose points 
      b.  A mental picture of a weak, sufficient and excellent score is helpful 
      c.  Each Presentation is judged on its own merit as seen on that day, in that  
           moment.  
      d.  Previous observations should not be compared or judged  
 
Tips:  It is understood that knowledge and skills learned in previous levels are 
foundations for the next level of DogWork.  Movements trained in other dog sport 
disciplines may be added to DogWork Vocabularies.  Technically executed 
movement is the raw material to be transformed artistically.  The ultimate in Canine 
Freestyle DogWork© is; 
      1.  Develop creative and artistic freedom.   
      2.  Find joy in working and training as a team  
      3.  Reach team's full potential technically, artistically and creatively 
      4.  Craft movement material with music to affect spectators, mentally, visibly and  
           kinesthetically  
      5.  Celebrate the joyful relationship freedom and trust brings to any Dog Sport  
           activity  
      6.  Always review teaching level guides for the levels you will be judging  

  
 
Interpretation of scoring numbers 0-10 
 
0-never presented 
 
1-3 weak (below are possible guides) 
           1- at least 10 or more from the negative list  
           2- 6 from the positive list 
           3- 5 from the positive list 
 
4-6 sufficient, adequate,  
          4  passable/okay performance at least 12 from positive list  
               * nothing more, nothing less 
               * possibly 3 or less from the negative list,  
               * oneness at least 1/2 of the Presentation   
          5 adequate/average performance12 or more from positive list 
              * crisp and clean  
              * 1 or less from muddy list,  
              * oneness through out  
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          6 above average15+ from positive list  
              * oneness and delight  
              * technically, artistically and creatively trained  
              * ready to move up  
  
7-9 excellent less than 1 from negative list, 20+ from the positive list   
          7 Outstanding oneness and joy  
              * Artistry outstanding 
          8. Excellent 
              * imaginative, innovative movements and combinations performed with joy  
              * oneness as a team and Presentation shared and celebrated 
          9. Extraordinary  
              *performance consistently innovative creatively and artistically  

 
10 perfect 

 
Negative perceptions 

      - muddy needs more work, visually, here appears to be a lack of training  
      - reference positions, 
      - required movements and generally all movements meandering in space, 
      - dog appears stressed and confused 
      - human is the focus or too muddy to determine  
      - opening shape contrived and manipulated, and/or lacks natural development  
      - opening shape is posed, movement not implied    
      - technical execution not artistic expression 
      - lack of purpose and/or intents 
      - phrases and choreography to music not with 
      - ineffective performance 
      - rushing dog  
      - human on beat, the dog is not   
      - dog at a walk or running to stay up, off rhythmically 
      - minimal trotting,  
      - more than 1/2 pacing or walking/ambling 
      - exhibitionism and/or spectacular oriented 
      - kitchen sink choreography 
 
Positive perceptions  
      - performance crisp and clean  
      - artistically expressed 
      - creatively crafted choreography 
      - fulfills definition 
      - presentations clarify objective and intents   
      - phrases developed well  
      - parts structured with music  
      - shapes balanced and harmonious 
      - reference positions expressed with imagination 
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      - dog shown advantageously 
      - technical, artistic and creative requirements presented (+ imaginatively) 
      - interesting combinations of required movements (in a team reference  
                position)  
      - dog's movement, the focus, then team; never human partner  
      - human partner to enhance and frame dog's movement through out  
      - movement artistically expressed with imagination and innovation  
      -  creative- use of space and time clarifying intents dynamically   
      - shape-harmonious and balanced  
      - locations, facings and floor patterns presented to clarify intents  
      - directions presented clean and crisp with drive, team responsiveness and  
             attentiveness  
      - mutually willing, responsive and trusting 
      - team's movement balanced in line and dynamics 
      - objectives and intents artistically expressed 
      - movement a language and a medium 
      - innovative movements  
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Novice Levels I and II A and B 
Advanced Levels III and IV  
Single and Multiple Teams 

And Brace. 
 
Note: It is helpful to read the syllabus recommendations for the training level to be 
judged.  Knowing the movement material trained and the concepts recommended to 
develop artistry and creativity helps in observations relating to artistic and creative 
judgements. 
 
                                                       Objective 
 
1. To judge the creativity and artistry of a Novice and/or an Advanced DogWork level 1 
     performance by a Single, Brace and/or multiple team Presentation:  
       A.  All classes and levels are judged by performance of the team's choreographed  
            Presentation with music to illustrate: 
            the canine/human relationship and the team's artistic and creative training     
             1. crafted conceptually  
             2. supported artistically and creatively by concepts 
       B.  Each Performance artistically expresses: 
             1. movement behaviors and intents conceptually expressed in the crafting of the  
                 performance vehicle     
             2. the artistry of performance illustrates:       
                 a. the best attributes of the dog working with a human partner relative to the  
                     design.  
                 b. teams artistically express visually balanced shapes with a common  
                     rhythm, dynamic and intent  
             3. team work is essential; be it a brace, two dogs and a human or two to five  
                 dog and human teams working as a single entity  
             4. specific movements and elements are required to be shown as the team(s)  
                 journey through the 4 levels progressively expressing movement with Space,  
                Time and Energy relationships. 
             5. music is selected with a time relationship to match the Dog's natural rhythm  
                 at the trot as a BPM and adapted by the human as the team's rhythm (BPM)  
                 to focus on the single dog or team imaginatively. Brace and team musical  
                 choices must be appropriate to the brace or the teams involved.     
 
Concepts: 
     1.  The test for artistry is expressing a behavior or a quality as an intent in  
          relationship to Space, Time and/or Energy  
     2.  To be creative one must have an intent, purpose or objective. 
 
2. Each test has a form/structure to craft choreography 
      A.  Choreographic parts for Novice Levels are developed with: 
             1.  an opening shape evolving organically as an invitation to spectators  
             2.  movement material communicating purpose and intent as a language has a  
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                  beginning, a middle and an ending   
             3.  parts are connected by smooth transitions creating a seamless flow of  
                  movement to include repeats and contrasts from opening to ending shape.   
             4.  The ending draws to a natural conclusion and upon completion ends in a  
                  closing shape to be held for 4 counts. 
      B. The Advanced Presentation 
            1.  Each team's movement vocabulary is the raw material to progressively create  
                 phrases 
            2.  Phrases are the building blocks of choreography.   
            3.  Phrases with similar intents are grouped together into choreographic parts with 
                 relationships to the musical parts   
            4.  Repeats and contrasts of movement shapes or phrases clarify intents with  
                 smooth transitions linking the parts together, creating a seamless flow from the  
                 opening to closing shape.   
 
Concept: 
Movement is a language and medium expressing purpose and intents. 
 

Intents to be expressed:    
 

1.  Showcase the dog's movement by: 
     A.  Element of Space to focus on the team's shape moving in and through the  

Presentation Space: 
            1. smoothly and effortlessly in a reference position. 
            2. direction, location, facing and shapes illustrate creative understanding relative  
               to crafting choreography conceptually 
     B.  Space and Time are expressed by shapes with a common rhythm and scoring is  

relative to shapes of the intents: 
            1. excellent-imaginative, clearly apparent,  
            2. sufficient-most of the time but not consistently 
            3. weak-muddy or confused  
     C.  Music selected with a time relationship to the dog's natural rhythm at a trot.   
            1. this is a rule and is in the definition. 
            2. is an important relationship and focuses intents artistically and creatively -   
                scored as excellent to sufficient; or not at all and barely shown, weak  
     D.  Focus maintained rhythmically on the dog and/or the team; never the human. 
            1. weak - the human is the focus most of the time  
            2. sufficient - team or dog focused most of the time 
            3. excellent - through out 
     E.  Crafted movements artistically illustrate behaviors and qualities clarifying intents  
           and purpose relative to the definition and team relationship by: 
            1. team's direction, location, facings expressed in reference positions: 
                 a. muddy; a weak score, 
                 b. clear and accurate but lacks artistry-low sufficient  
                 c. with artistry; sufficient,  
                 d. exciting to watch, excellent.  
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            2. Movement can be held in stillness or moving, in and through the Presentation  
                Space              
                a. Movement held in stillness is movement best described as caught between  
                    coming and going. 
                b. If there is no implied movement, if movement is posed it is scored 
                    weak or a low sufficient  
            3. Repeated and contrasting movement behaviors expressed as qualities  
                maintain spectator comfort and interest by: 
                a.  creative use of dynamics using time or space relationships 
                b.  Variations of repeats and contrasts are scored higher than just  
                     repeating a phrase or movement, an exact duplication-A weak score  
                     indicates no repeats or contrasts. 
            4. Movements maybe presented in all possible gaits, tempos or levels from the  
                floor level to as high a level as movement safely permits.  
            5. Movement artistically expressed has shape, rhythm, dynamic and intent.   
 
Concepts: 
     *  To be artistic at least two of the three characteristics plus intent must be  
        present or artistry is seriously impaired and may possibly fail to  
        communicate objective and/or intent.   
     *  Movements move forward, backward sideward and around, held in stillness,  
         change gaits, tempos and levels 
     *  Time and Energy fuse to produce the dynamics of movement.   
     *  Everything in life has a rhythm and rhythm maintains focus  
 

General Information on judging     
     

Numerical scoring:  
Weak scores are 0-3 
Sufficient=4-6 
Excellent=7-10  

 
Scores may be increased by 0.5 increments 
 
 It is helpful to use Symbols + and - to clarify 1 + okay,++ better, sufficient, +++excellent 
                                               1 - weak, --needs more training, --- really bad or not there.  
        * movement improvement relative to position and performance weak 1-to 3  
          minuses-, Improving 1 to 3 +'s 
        * clarity of performance clear and crisp +'s or muddy -'s 
        * opening and closing shapes balanced with energy and movement +'s; pose static -'s 
        * general performance and/or crafting of Presentation 
 
Note:  Tell scribe everything it is easy to forget.  Comment on good and bad starting 
            from the opening shape to the ending shape. 
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Competitive Test is a performance vehicle to test training and the resulting team 
relationship:  A Presentation for each level is judged relative to 5 areas  
     1.  Technical 
     2.  Team work 
     3.  Choreography 
     4.  Music 
     5.  Artistic Presentation.  
 
 When first judging it is difficult to set numerical scores; it is helpful to first determine if the 
area being judged is weak, sufficient or excellent.  Once that is set in your mind, it will be 
easier to set a numerical score.  There are also some questions relative to specific areas.  
The answers will help you clarify judgements.   
 
Technical: This area is concerned with execution and accuracy relative to the 
reference position and the behavior.  One must train technically for execution. 
Execution must be transformed conceptually to accomplish expression of 
movement.  Each presentation is the result of training technically, artistically and 
creatively.  Each area of training involves execution first.  Your judgement is based 
first on the technical aspect of training movement for artistry and creativity.  After 
observing the entire Presentation, you should be able to answer these questions:  
 
   Throughout or how much will determine weak, sufficient or excellent  
 
Technical 
       1.  Are movements smooth and effortless? 
       2.  Are the reference position executed or expressed?   
            a.  There is a difference in attitude and quality.  
            b.  Expression with some degree of imagination is a plus.   
       3.  Does human enhance the dog? 
            a.  Does it remain the same throughout? 
            b.  Is there a change?    
       4.  Does the human/dog remain in heel position no matter what possibilities are  
            apparent?  
       5.  Does the dog know the reference positions? 
 
Artistic 
      1.   Is the opening shape a pose or is it filled with movement? 
      2.   Does it evolve organically? 
      3.   Where is the focus? Dog, Team or Human? 
      4.   Are movement phrases crisp and clear indicating understanding of the  
            Presentation Space and how to use it artistically?   
 
Creative 
       1.   Is this kitchen sink choreography or is there a beginning, middle and end? 
       2.   Is the dog shown to his best advantage?   
       3.   Are there phrases and are they developed with repeats or contrasts? 
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       4.   How are the elements of space, time and energy crafted as relationships? 
 
When training each area of judgement is discussed in depth to clarify how and what is 
perceived.  Most presentations will achieve reasonable success when presented for 
judgements; however, some will contain what I call hiccups.  These cannot be missed and 
must be taken into consideration relative to the numerical score.  They should not be 
avoided or dismissed.  Scoring is positive but an inappropriate choice is still part of the 
positive since it shown in the test vehicle's performance.  One must judge what one is 
shown.      
 
Team Work 
 
Concepts: 
      *Each member is 1/2 of the whole team.  Neither can produce the work without  
       the other.  Team work is essential.     
 
Intents expressed to receive sufficient scores: 
       1.  oneness as a team, attentive and engaged with each other  
       2.  move as one shape with smoothness and ease expressing harmony and  
            balance dynamically illustrating a behavioral intent crisply and clearly 
       3.  honor and trust the work and each other to achieve goal.  Handling relates to  
            enhancement and focus 
       4.  Are the aids too loud or movement cues too fast, thrown away, confusing and/or  
            sloppy? 
 
  Missed cues: 
       1.  Obvious glitches or hiccups-Keeping a running total this is helpful in final scoring  
       2.  move as one shape with smoothness and ease expressing harmony and  
            balance dynamically 
       3.  honor and trust the work and each other to achieve goal. 
 
  Handling relates to enhancement and focus 
       1.  Are the aids too loud or movement cues too fast, thrown away, confusing and/or 
            sloppy? 

 
  Errors 
      1.  Obvious glitches or hiccups-Keeping a running total this is helpful in final scoring  
 
Choreography 
   Level III and IV excellent to sufficient if 1-6 are shown; weak less than 3 however,  
   at least 1,2 or 3 are included   
 
      1.  Objective to fulfill definition must be apparent 
      2.  Presentation clearly shows intents (behaviors) and purpose (dog's attributes) 
      3.  Three parts with music; opening, middle and ending with a smooth and steady  
           flow particularly in levels I and II A 
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      4.  Unity with music, continuity, repetitions, contrasts, and transitions 
      5.  An opening shape evolving organically 
      6.  Drawing to a natural closing and not just meandering to an ending 
      7.  A smooth flow of music from beginning to ending 
 
Music relative to choice: 
   Excellent to sufficient for level I and II A-1 required 2-3 equally strong  
   Sufficient I and IIA- 1, 2, 
   Weak- 1 or none 
   Excellent for Levels III and IV, in order of importance relative to presentation's 
   performance 3, 2, 1. 
   Sufficient  3,2. 
      1.  rhythmically relative to dog's BPM 
      2.  appropriately to the dog 
      3. musicality relative to the team  
 
Presentation Artistry 
This score concerns performance of choreographed movement material.  Every aspect 
scored on the judging sheet adds to or subtracts regarding this score.  This area of 
judgement concerns the team's mastery of the skills in relationship to in a creative and 
artistic manner.   
 
Creative relates to choreography: 
       *   illustrating imaginative and/or inventive movement phrases and shapes 
       *  contrasting rhythms and/or unique timing effects. 
       *  clarity of purpose 
       *  simplicity of design and structure 
 
 Artistic relates to both choreography and performance.  
       *   clarity of intent expressed by shape, time and dynamics 
       *   focus is clear not muddied or busy. 
       *   movement consistently performed artistically not technically. 
 
Review your judgements in the other; there is a relationship. Using the symbol method is 
helpful in this area.    
       Is the dog trained in this Presentation?   
             *  Presentation appears free and spontaneous.-+ to ++ 
             *  Dog is engaged and comfortable in the work, no sign of stress. + to ++ 
             *  If there is, does his partner help to ease him past the issue.-- to --- or  ++ to  
                 +++ 
             *  Attire is inappropriate; too little or too much- to --- or perfect attire +++   
             *  Oneness in every aspect artistically and dynamically throughout +++ 
             *  Lead work, Level I, is unobtrusive and loose +++, tugged tight, visible – to 
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Levels I, II A and II B 
 
The emphasis in the novice levels is on dog and human moving together as one 
entity, with music chosen to fit the dog’s rhythm at a trot. Attitude and engagement 
are given more weight than accuracy. Since Level II B is for experienced trainers 
with novice dogs, expectations are higher for choreographic content and artistry 
than in Levels I and II A. 
 
Concepts  
        1.  Artistry needs a technical skill before the skill can be expressed 
             artistically; without a technical skill there is no artistry 
        2.  Artistically expressed movement is characterized by shape, rhythm, 
             dynamic and intent.  If only 2 characteristics are present the Presentation 
             will be impaired.  
        3. The only test for artistry is performance before spectators.   
        4. Movement is a language and medium to craft choreography conceptually   
 
Training 
1. The 4 skills technically trained in DogWork: 
      A.  Movement in a creative and artistic manner 
            1. Dog's movement enhanced by the human in a team relationship  
            2. Moving as one, illustrating a single entity. 
            3. In levels I and IIA, the dog is required to move forward in the reference  
                positions of front, heel, and (optional) thunder, at any tempo or level. The  
                human member of the team can go forward, backward, sideways, and/or  
                around. There are no constraints on the dog’s movement in IIB, but  
                movements which are not required (e.g. backing) must be done quite  
                proficiently in order to not affect the performance negatively 
      B.  Performance-artistically expressed   
            1. An intent is a purpose, objective, or motivation. 
            2. Intents are focused with relationships to at least 2 of the design elements of  
                space, time, and energy, and are judgement criteria for testing "in a creative  
                and artistic manner"                  
       C.  Choreography crafted with music  
            1. Emphasizes the Presentation's relationship to the design elements of space  
                and time.  The focus is on the dog and or the team relative to the musical  
                 choice. 
            2. A common BPM, a time relationship, with the musical choice and the team's  
                BPM focuses intents and crafts Presentations structurally with the music   
            3. Time relationships rhythmically focus objectives and intents with the musical  
                 choice to maintain spectator interest and involvement  
            4. Artistry is developed conceptually to dynamically craft Presentations to  
                 involve and maintain spectators' interest      
         D.  Dog training 
             1. Training for accuracy in execution and conceptually for relationships to the  
                  performance space and the musical choice to illustrate intents artistically.   
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             2. Expressing movement clarifies DogWork training "in a creative and artistic  
                 manner" 
             3. Movement is effortless with a smooth and easy fluidity creating a natural  
                 flow from beginning to end  
 
2.  Team Work-"team work is essential".(from the definition). 
      A.  Team moves as one  
              a.  Smoothly and naturally  
              b.  Balanced visually  
              c.  Dynamically expresses harmony and intent 
      B.  The team, a single entity, creatively and artistically expressing the oneness  
            of their relationship: 
              a. Engagement, willingness and responsiveness illustrates the oneness of the  
                  relationship 
              b. Trust illustrated by honoring and respecting each other.  
              c. Aids and cues by human visibly enhances the team's shape  
              d. Is the dog comfortable and happy?  
      C.  Human and dog engaged equally 
      D.  Missed cues tallied – if excessive will negatively affect score 
 
3.  Choreography - Content  
      A.  Fulfills the definition relative to oneness of team, music choice, dog's and/or team's  
           best attributes. 
      B.  Structured with an opening shape evolving naturally to a beginning, middle and 
           ending with a closing shape  
      C.  Phrases crafted with music to show dog advantageously  
      D.  Movements crafted to illustrate and clarify intents; the elements space and time   
           artistically focus inspiration, purpose and team relationship involving and  
           interesting spectators. 
 
4.   Music  
      Team's  BPM has a specific relationship to the Music's BPM for focus and to  
           enhance objectives, purpose and inspiration. 
      A.  Rhythmically suitable to team moving as one  
      B.  Appropriate to the team's movement 
 
5.  Presentation and Artistry.  
      A.  Oneness of team a visual design/shape 
      B.  Human enhancements emphasize objectives and intents  
      C.  Dog work artistically balanced as a team to maintain visual and kinesthetic  
            Balance 
      D.  Dog's attributes perceived by observers and expressed clearly in the  
            Presentation Space  
      E.  Team's rhythm has a time relationship with the music and imaginatively  

expressed 
      F.  Appropriate attire enhances and compliments the dog as a partner.   
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      G.  Shapes are balanced and relate to space, time and energy  
      H.  Musicality 
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Levels II B and III  
 

At these intermediate levels, the dog is expected to have a larger movement 

vocabulary and the human member of the team is expected to have greater 

proficiency in crafting choreography 

 

Concepts 

 

1. Music supports a Presentation's continuity expressed as the natural flow of movement 
from opening to closing shapes 

2. Choreography in level III is characterized by unity, continuity, repetitions, contrasts and 
transitions.    

3. Spectators prefer to understand the organization of any movement or action they are 
watching. 

4. Movement material is conceptually developed and crafted by: 
       *fragmentation, breaking a movement combination down to its individual parts          

       *changing the sequence of the movements 

       *augmentation, adding and/or repeating a movement or sequence with directional  

         or rhythmical changes  

       *reversing the sequence back to front      

5. Honoring and respecting composers, instrumentalists, judges, spectators and each 
other 

6. The eye sees before the ear hears  
7.  "With music" artistically expresses the fusion of movement with intent to make a 

new creative whole; movements and music are inseparable, similar to lyrics; a smooth 

and steady flow from opening to closing shape 

8. Spectator interest is maintained when movement is with the music and has a 
relationship with the music’s organization  

 

1. Training 

      A.  additional required movements in Level III (backing and laterals) should be  
           presented so that it is obvious to the spectator that they have been performed 
      B.  these movements should not be included in a Level II B performance if the dog is  
           not yet proficient 
      C.  Interactive attention is a must 
 

2. Teamwork 

     A.  the trust and responsiveness each member of the team has for the other is  

          illustrated 

     B.  the oneness of the team design expresses the honor and respect each holds for  

          the other 

     C.  illustrates the joy of the relationship 
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3.  Choreography 

      A.  opening shape develops organically and flows naturally with smooth transitions of  

           parts, to draw to a natural closing shape. 

      B.  the Presentation does not over face or stress the novice dog but illustrates the  
           dog working with ease, smoothly and comfortably from opening to closing shapes 
      C.  movement and music flow with continuity. 
      D.  transitions maintain the flow creating a wholeness and unity with the music     
      E.  repetition of designs and contrasts clarify purpose and intent.  
      F.  movement shapes and designs simplified to consider the novice dog with an  
           experienced freestyle partner in II B   
      G.  movement repeats and contrasts with smooth transitions  
      H.  by crafting required movements and reference positions into imaginative shapes.  
      I.   phrases are organized and developed into choreographic parts to illustrate the  
           level of training imaginatively  
 
4.  Music 
      A.  Level III emphasizes the relationship of the musical choice with the choreographic  
           parts to communicate:  
           1. the oneness of the team's relationship  
           2. team attributes as intents such as trust, willingness, honor, etc.   
           3. choreography with music is fusing movement and music to create a wholeness  
               of the presentation.   
      B.  Level III also has a space relationship and emphasizes the relationship of the 
           musical choice as a medium to clarify intents.   
 
5.  Presentation and Artistry 

      A.  artistically, time is expressed by the relationship of movement to the musical choice  
           of the team relative to: 
           1. focus  
           2. organization of movement material creatively and artistically  
           3. enhance and clarify objectives and intents.   
      B.  each presentation is a single performance vehicle illustrating choreography with  
           unity, continuity, repetitions and contrasts connected by transitions. 
      C. a seamless flow of movement with one objective, to show the dog and the team's  
           best attributes to fulfill the definition.   
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Level IV 
 
Level IV is all about expression, dynamics, and innovation. Level IV should be crafted “to 
show the dog to his best advantage” with imagination and invention, expressing movement 
as an intent and a language 

 
Concepts 

 
1.  Every movement made has a relationship to space, time and energy.   
2.  Movement shapes express 
      * a visual balance,  
      * harmony of line  
      * a balance of energy  
      * the dynamics of an intent working as a team with a common rhythm and objective      
3.  Every movement made has an energy flow and when fused with time is called a    
     dynamic. 
 
1.  Training 
     A. the Level IV team represents the highest level of DogWork technically, artistically,  
         and creatively 
     B. additional movement requirements for this level are laterals in both directions and  
         distance work 
     C. the dog is expected to be fluent in heeling on both sides and in all directions 
     D. staying on command is important if part of the presentation 
 
2.  Teamwork 
     A. the Presentation is a test of the team’s training journey and the visualization of their  
         relationship as a team 
     B. Level IV illustrates the epitome of the canine/human bond 
 
3.  Choreography 
     A. organized and formatted with: 
           1. the musical choice to create and express a new wholeness of music, intent, and  
               movement 
           2. unity and wholeness, expressing continuity with a smooth flow and objective 
           3. repeats, contrasts, and smooth transitions to clarify intents and purpose 
      B. choreographic characteristics with music:  
           1. unity, continuity, repeats, contrasts, and transitions 
           2. parts are developed to clarify a behavior or a quality by repetition and contrasts 
           3. opening shape – the invitation, drawing spectators’ interest 
           4. middle – developing the objectives and intent 
           5. finally, drawing to an end – naturally, a smooth and effortless flow to an ending  
               shape 
      C. simplicity is to be rewarded – too much movement material muddies the artistry and  
           the creativity of the presentation 
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      D. innovation, a movement or combination of movements not seen before, is to be  
          highly rewarded 
      E. there should be sensitivity to the dog’s age and physical capabilities relative to  
          movement choices and designs 
 
4.  Music 
      A. Level IV music can have a greater range of rhythms and dynamics than at lower  
          levels 
      B. the music should not overpower the dog 
 
5.  Artistry and Presentation 
      A. Expression, not execution, to maintain spectator interest throughout 
      B. One or two intents developed with the music to create a new whole.  
           1. illustrating the objective and purpose of the phrase;  
           2. oneness of team, joy, trust,   
           3. repetitions and contrasts maintain consistency with a smooth and natural flow   
           4. transitions connect the crafted parts to create a smooth flow from opening to    
               closing shape, 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


